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The answer to this test is option 3: she gave birth to a baby 

daughter 
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In the AH Harmonic Chart of the day of the event you see the closest aspect are: 

 

 Floating Mc square Saturn in the 6th and  inconjunct Sun (Ruler of the natal 5th 

House) conjunct Uranus indicating it was a tough birth but it wasn’t a Caesarian 

section 

 Mercury, Ruler of the 8th House of birth inconjunct the AH Ascendant 

 

With a somewhat larger orb you see: 

 

 Moon (motherhood) conjunct the 10th AH House 

 Jupiter opposition to Neptune, Ruler of the 5th House of children 

 a Grand Trine between the Moon/ Jupiter and the Eq. Ascendant 

 
--- 

 

 

12 Astrologers participated in the Test. 4 Found the correct answer. Below follow their 

results in order of receipt: 

 

 

Christy (USA) 

uses Vedic Astrology (Solar Return) 

 

 The Solar Return Ascendant Lord Jupiter sits in the Solar Return 8th House, 

placing an emphasis on 8th House affairs   

 Solar Return 7th House cusp is conjunct natal Pluto, indicating major changes 

affecting the 7th House 

 The Nodes are heavily activated, suggesting a strongly fated event.  Solar Return 

South Node is conjunct natal 8th  Lord Jupiter at one degree.  Jupiter is the natural 

significator of children in a woman's chart  

 The Solar Return shows a Dainya Yoga (Misery Yoga) that involves the 5th  and 

6th  Houses, suggesting struggle/challenges with 5th House matters (children) 

Only malefics exist in all four angles of the Solar Return, so her physical health 

will face challenges.  
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Miriam Laister 

uses the Age Harmonic technique 

 

 The Age Harmonic had the Moon elevated on MC, fitting with motherhood 

 The 5th  cusp had Pisces on cusp, a feminine sign indicating it is a girl 

  

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses the AH technique 

 

 Dominant: Moon on cusp 10th House. Moon is ruler H 9 = Ceremony. A 

marriage would be possible – or a child birth because of the moon? 

 5th House Ruler is 1: Neptune in sesquisquare 135° to Mars (Classic Ruler Asc.) / 

and 2 Jupiter (Co Ruler 5) in opposition to Mars 

This makes a childbirth likely 

 

Biwheel (radix on the outside): 

 Moon is the ruler of 4th  House radix (pregnancy). AH Moon falls into the 5th 

House radix: birth of a child 

 Asc Ruler AH Pluto antiscion conjunct  the natal North node in the 5th  AH 

House 

 AH Uranus conjunct the natal Sun (Ruler natal 5th House) 

 and last but not least: AH Neptune in the 5th  sextile natal Venus = it‘s a girl! She 

gave birth to a baby daughter 

 

 

Chiarastella Ghersani (Italy) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

Venus sextile Neptune , Ruler of the 5th House of children 

Uranus in 8th House Cancer is ruled by the Moon in 10th from Leo (the Sign associated 

with children) 

Moon  sextile Mercury in Libra 12th House 

 

--- 

 

You all did a great job! Thank you for all your contributions. 

A new Test will be posted to the website round and about October 1st. 

 

 


